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High-Performance Computers are 
Scientific Instruments



18,688 NVIDIA Tesla K20X GPUs
27 Petaflops Peak: 90% of Performance from GPUs
17.59 Petaflops Sustained Performance on Linpack

TITAN



US to Build Two Flagship Supercomputers

Major Step Forward on the Path to Exascale

150-300 PFLOPS Peak Performance

IBM POWER9 CPU + NVIDIA Volta GPU

NVLink High Speed Interconnect

40 TFLOPS per Node, >3,400 Nodes

2017

SUMMIT SIERRA





Tegra X1

256 CUDA cores @ ~1 GHz

1 Teraflop FP16

4GB of LPDDR4 @ 25.6 GB/s

15 W TDP (1W idle, <10W 

typical)

100GFLOPS/W (FP16)

20nm process



Making Transportation Safer
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Hardware and Data enable DNNs
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Moore’s Law doubles processor 
performance every few years, right?



Moore’s Law doubles processor 
performance every few years, right?

Wrong!



Moore’s Law gives us transistors
Which we used to turn into scalar 
performance

Moore, Electronics 38(8) April 19, 1965



Moore’s Law is Only Part of the Story

2001: 42M Tx
2004: 275M Tx

1993: 3M Tx

2010: 3B Tx
2007: 580M Tx

1997: 7.5M Tx

2012: 7B Tx
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Classic Dennard Scaling 
2.8x chip capability in same power

2x more 
transistors

Scale chip features down 0.7x per process generation

1.4x faster 
transistors

0.7x
voltage

0.7x 
capacitance



But L3 energy scaling ended in 2005

Moore, ISSCC Keynote, 2003



Post Dennard Scaling
2x chip capability at 1.4x power

1.4x chip capability at same power
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2x more 
transistors

0.7x 
capacitance

Transistors are no faster
Static leakage limits reduction in Vth => Vdd stays constant



Reality isn’t even this good
1.8x chip capability at 1.5x power
1.2x chip capability at same power
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1.8x more 
transistors 0.85x energy

Restrictive geometry rules reduce transistor count
Energy scales slower than linearly



“Moore’s Law gives us more transistors…

Dennard scaling made them useful.”

Bob Colwell, DAC 2013, June 4, 2013



ISAT LCC: 22

Also, ILP was ‘mined out’ in 2000
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Dally et al. “The Last Classical Computer”, ISAT Study, 2001



Result: The End of Historic Scaling

C Moore, Data Processing in ExaScale-ClassComputer Systems, Salishan, April 2011



The End of Dennard Scaling

Processors aren’t getting faster, just wider
Future gains in performance are from parallelism

Future systems are energy limited
Efficiency IS Performance

Process matters less
One generation is 1.2x, not 2.8x



Its not about the FLOPs

16nm chip, 10mm on a side, 200W

DFMA 0.01mm2 10pJ/OP – 2GFLOPs
A chip with 104 FPUs:
100mm2

200W
20TFLOPS

Pack 50,000 of these in racks
1EFLOPS
10MW 



Overhead

Locality



CPU
130 pJ/flop (SP)

Optimized for Latency
Deep Cache Hierarchy

Haswell
22 nm

GPU
30 pJ/flop (SP)
Optimized for Throughput

Explicit Management
of On-chip Memory

Maxwell
28 nm



Fixed-Function Logic is Even More 
Efficient

Energy/Op
CPU (scalar) 1.7nJ
GPU 30pJ
Fixed-Function 3pJ



How is Power Spent in a CPU?

In-order Embedded OOO Hi-perf

Clock + Control Logic
24%

Data Supply
17%

Instruction Supply
42%

Register File
11%

ALU   6%
Clock + Pins

45%

ALU
4%

Fetch
11%

Rename
10%

Issue
11%

RF
14%

Data
Supply
5%

Dally [2008] (Embedded in-order CPU) Natarajan [2003] (Alpha 21264)



Overhead 
985pJ

Payload
Arithmetic

15pJ
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64 threads
4 active threads
2 DFMAs (4 FLOPS/clock)
ORF bank: 16 entries (128 Bytes)
L0 I$: 64 instructions (1KByte)
LM Bank: 8KB (32KB total)



Simpler Cores 
= Energy Efficiency

Source: Azizi [PhD 2010]



Overhead 
15pJ

Payload
Arithmetic

15pJ



64-bit DP
20pJ 26 pJ 256 pJ

1 nJ

500 pJ Efficient
off-chip link

256-bit buses

16 nJ DRAM
Rd/Wr

256-bit access
8 kB SRAM 50 pJ

20mm

Communication Dominates Arithmetic

28nm CMOS



Processor Technology 40 nm 10nm

Vdd (nominal) 0.9 V 0.7 V

DFMA energy 50 pJ 7.6 pJ

64b 8 KB SRAM Rd 14 pJ 2.1 pJ

Wire energy (256 bits, 10mm) 310 pJ 174 pJ

Memory Technology 45 nm 16nm

DRAM interface pin bandwidth 4 Gbps 50 Gbps

DRAM interface energy 20-30 pJ/bit 2 pJ/bit

DRAM access energy 8-15 pJ/bit 2.5 pJ/bit

Keckler [Micro 2011], Vogelsang [Micro 2010]

Energy Shopping List

FP Op lower bound
=

4 pJ
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GRS Test Chips

Probe Station

Test Chip #1 on Board

Test Chip #2 fabricated on production GPU

Eye Diagram from Probe Poulton et al. ISSCC 2013, JSSCC Dec 2013



The Locality Challenge
Data Movement Energy 77pJ/F
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Optimized Architecture & Circuits
77pJ/F -> 18pJ/F
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2 Trends

The End of Dennard Scaling

Pervasive Parallelism



Processors aren’t getting faster
just wider



Parallel programming is not inherently any 
more difficult than serial programming

However, we can make it a lot more difficult



A simple parallel program

forall molecule in set { // launch a thread array
forall neighbor in molecule.neighbors { // nested

forall force in forces { // doubly nested
molecule.force = 

reduce_sum(force(molecule, neighbor))
}

}
}



Why is this easy?

forall molecule in set { // launch a thread array
forall neighbor in molecule.neighbors { // nested

forall force in forces { // doubly nested
molecule.force = 

reduce_sum(force(molecule, neighbor))
}

}
}

No machine details
All parallelism is expressed
Synchronization is semantic (in reduction)



We could make it hard

pid = fork() ; // explicitly managing threads

lock(struct.lock) ;  // complicated, error-prone synchronization
// manipulate struct
unlock(struct.lock) ;

code = send(pid, tag, &msg) ;  // partition across nodes



Programmers, tools, and architecture
Need to play their positions

Programmer

ArchitectureTools

forall molecule in set { // launch a thread array
forall neighbor in molecule.neighbors { //

forall force in forces { // doubly nested
molecule.force = 
reduce_sum(force(molecule, neighbor))

}
}

}

Map foralls in time and space
Map molecules across memories
Stage data up/down hierarchy
Select mechanisms

Exposed storage hierarchy
Fast comm/sync/thread mechanisms



Target-
Independent

Source

Mapping 
Tools

Target-
Dependent
Executable

Profiling & 
Visualization

Mapping 
Directives





Legion Programming Model
Separating program logic from machine mapping

Legion
Program

Legion
Runtime

Legion
Mapper

Target-independent specification

Task decomposition

Data description

Compute target-specific mapping

Placement of data

Placement of tasks

Schedule



The Legion Data Model: Logical Regions
Main idea: logical regions

- Describe data abstractly
- Relational data model
- No implied layout
- No implied placement

Sophisticated partitioning 
mechanism

- Multiple views onto data

Capture important data properties
- Locality
- Independence/aliasing

SP

p1 pn… s1 sn… g1 gn…

N

Field Space

Index Space
(Unstructured,
1-D, 2-D, N-D)



The Legion Programming Model
Computations expressed as tasks

- Declare logical region usage
- Declare field usage
- Describe privileges:

read-only, read-write, reduce
Tasks specified in sequential order
Legion infers implicit parallelism
Programs are machine-independent

- Tasks decouple computation
- Logical regions decouple 

data

calc_currents(piece[0],	 									,										,									);
calc_currents(piece[1],	 								,									,											);
distribute_charge(piece[0],	 									,									,										);
distribute_charge(piece[1],	 									,									,										);

p0
p1 s1

s0 g0
g1

p0 s0 g0
p1 s1 g1

p1 pn… s1 sn… g1 gn…



Legion Runtime System

Functionally correct 
application code

Mapping to target 
machine

Extraction of parallelism Management of
data transfers

Task scheduling and 
Latency hiding

Data-Dependent 
Behavior

Compiler/Runtime
understanding of 

data

Legion Applications 
with Tasks and Logical 

Regions

Legion Mappers for 
specific machines

Legion Runtime
understanding of 
logical regions



Evaluation with a Real App: S3D
Evaluation with a production-grade combustion simulation
Ported more than 100K lines of MPI Fortran to Legion C++
Legion enabled new chemistry: Primary Reference Fuel (PRF) mechanism
Ran on two of the world’s top 10 supercomputers for 1 month

- Titan (#2) and Piz-Daint (#10)
Figure 4: Slices taken at the midplane of the simulation volume showing contours of heat release rate at time
instances corresponding to 30% (left), 50% (middle) and 80% (right) of the total heat release. Values are in
J/m3/s.

Figure 5: Contours of di↵usion rate and reaction rate of the OH radical for the full simulation volume (left)
and a zoomed in view of the same in the boxed region near a flame kernel (right).

stances at which 30%, 50% and 80% of the total heat release
has taken place. Most of the heat release occurs through the
thin flame fronts.

One of the methods for quantifying whether the mode of
combustion in a given location is through ignition or flames
is to compute a reaction-di↵usion balance across the burn-
ing surface. Figure 5 shows a volume rendering of these
surfaces at a time instance corresponding to approximately
50% of the total combustion heat release. It can be seen
that di↵usion and reaction track each other quite closely
in space, though they are not collocated. Moreover, their
magnitudes are roughly equal throughout the domain. This
suggests that most of the combustion in the simulation oc-
curs through the flame propagation mode. Figure 6 shows
profiles of the di↵usion rate and reaction rate of one of the
key intermediate species, OH, at the same time instant. The
profile on the left shows that the peak magnitudes of both
reaction and di↵usion are comparable, which is a key char-
acteristic of premixed flames. The profile on the right shows
a spontaneous ignition front, which is dominated by reaction

and hence the magnitude of the di↵usion rate is negligible
compared to that of the reaction rate.
The PRF mixture used in this study had a large fraction

of n-heptane. Although both flames and ignition fronts are
found to co-exist in this simulation, more than 80% of the
combustion heat release occurs through the flame propaga-
tion mode. This observation appears to be unique to fuel
blends that contain high reactivity fuels, such as n-heptane.
This has broad implications for modeling of RCCI combus-
tion and this 3-D data set provides a unique benchmark
for the development and validation of models applicable to
an engine operating in the mixed combustion modes un-
der RCCI conditions. Optical engine experiments provide
complementary statistics, but have insu�cient resolution to
discern flames from spontaneous ignition fronts. This is the
first study of the details of the underlying flame and igni-
tion structure with fuel blending. The results suggest that
by conducting future DNS simulations, in conjunction with
experiments and LES, it will be possible to find the optimal
fuel blend for di↵erent engine operating conditions.



Performance Results: Original S3D
Weak scaling compared to vectorized MPI Fortran version of S3D

Achieved up to 6X speedup
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Figure 9: Weak Scaling of PRF on Titan

e�cients. For PRF, there are over 34,000 of these constants,
increasing the working set by a further 272KB.

The viscosity and di↵usion kernels achieve the best com-
putational intensities because Singe is able to fit their work-
ing sets into on-chip memories. To handle large working
sets, Singe uses a technique called warp specialization to ex-
tract task parallelism from a computation and distribute it
across the warps of a thread block [8]. For smaller mech-
anisms such as DME and heptane, Singe has been able to
use the same technique for the chemistry kernel [9]. How-
ever, for the PRF mechanism, the chemistry kernel working
set consists of all the forward and backward reaction rates
(1722 doubles per grid point), which exceeds the available
on-chip memory and the resulting code is limited by external
memory bandwidth due to register spills.

Our discussion has focused on the Kepler GPU because
nearly all tasks related to the main computation are placed
there by the Legion S3D mapper. Only a few tasks related
to inter-node communication or interfacing with the Fortran
application are performed on the CPU. By changing only a
few lines of code in the mapper, we explored many alterna-
tive mappings that use the computational resources of the
CPUs as well. While we have found mapping strategies that
use the CPUs to be e↵ective on other machines with other
chemical mechanisms [11], the increased size of the PRF
mechanism results in the need to move much more interme-
diate data between the CPU and GPU. In all of the pro-
posed mappings for the PRF mechanism, the PCI-Express
bus became the bottleneck and GPU utilization dropped.
Although the CPU utilization increased, overall performance
was reduced. Ultimately, the use of the all-GPU mapping
for the main simulation proved optimal and allowed us to
use the available CPU cycles to perform the CEMA in-situ
analysis, improving our time to solution (see Section 7.4).

7.2 Weak Scaling
We next measured weak scaling performance on both Ti-

tan and Piz Daint. We held the per node problem size con-
stant at 483 grid points, the size on which we had based our
simulation plan. The original Fortran+MPI version of S3D
was run as a reference. The CEMA code was disabled for
this experiment, as it would have significantly reduced the
performance of the Fortran reference (see Section 7.4). The
throughput achieved per node (higher is better) is shown

Figure 10: Weak Scaling of PRF on Piz Daint

for Titan and Piz Daint in Figures 9 and 10 respectively.
Perfect weak scaling would be a flat line.
In addition to being significantly faster than the Fortran

baseline (3.95X faster on Piz Daint and 3.93X faster on
Titan for a single node), the Legion version demonstrates
greatly improved scalability. Whereas the Fortran version
drops below 50% e�ciency beyond 2048 nodes on Titan2,
the Legion version is above 64% even out to 8192 nodes,
where the performance di↵erence has grown to a factor of
7.2X. The asynchronous, task-based nature of the Legion
programming model allows the Legion runtime to dynami-
cally discover considerable task parallelism and use it to hide
communication latency better than the MPI version that re-
lies on manual overlap of communication and computation.
The improvement from the Gemini to the Aries interconnect
is evident in the Piz Daint data, with both the Fortran and
Legion versions achieving parallel e�ciencies of 82% at 4096
nodes. Note that the Legion version must reduce network
overhead by a factor of 4 compared to the Fortran version
to achieve the equivalent parallel e�ciency.

7.3 Strong Scaling
In an e↵ort to further improve our time to solution, we

explored the strong scaling properties of the Legion imple-
mentation. Using the smaller 5763 grid size that we hoped to
use for the majority of the simulation, we ran at node counts
of 1296, 1728, 2596, and 3888. (The S3D code requires that
the grid size divide evenly among the nodes, limiting the
number of allowable node counts.) The results were excel-
lent. Figure 11 shows the wall clock time per timestep as
well as the throughput per node (in timesteps/node-hour)
as a measure of e�ciency. Based on these results, we chose
to run nearly all of the simulation of the 5763 grid with 3888
nodes instead of the originally planned 1728 nodes, improv-
ing our simulation speed by a factor of 2 for only an 11%
loss in e�ciency.

7.4 CEMA Overhead
Our strategy of improving time to solution by running at

a coarser resolution relies on an in-situ analysis that can pro-

2All runs on Titan made use of a re-ranking script that at-
tempts to optimize the assignment of MPI ranks to nodes
to match S3D’s specific communication pattern to the un-
derlying network topology[30].

Figure 9: Weak Scaling of PRF on Titan
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for Titan and Piz Daint in Figures 9 and 10 respectively.
Perfect weak scaling would be a flat line.
In addition to being significantly faster than the Fortran

baseline (3.95X faster on Piz Daint and 3.93X faster on
Titan for a single node), the Legion version demonstrates
greatly improved scalability. Whereas the Fortran version
drops below 50% e�ciency beyond 2048 nodes on Titan2,
the Legion version is above 64% even out to 8192 nodes,
where the performance di↵erence has grown to a factor of
7.2X. The asynchronous, task-based nature of the Legion
programming model allows the Legion runtime to dynami-
cally discover considerable task parallelism and use it to hide
communication latency better than the MPI version that re-
lies on manual overlap of communication and computation.
The improvement from the Gemini to the Aries interconnect
is evident in the Piz Daint data, with both the Fortran and
Legion versions achieving parallel e�ciencies of 82% at 4096
nodes. Note that the Legion version must reduce network
overhead by a factor of 4 compared to the Fortran version
to achieve the equivalent parallel e�ciency.
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In an e↵ort to further improve our time to solution, we

explored the strong scaling properties of the Legion imple-
mentation. Using the smaller 5763 grid size that we hoped to
use for the majority of the simulation, we ran at node counts
of 1296, 1728, 2596, and 3888. (The S3D code requires that
the grid size divide evenly among the nodes, limiting the
number of allowable node counts.) The results were excel-
lent. Figure 11 shows the wall clock time per timestep as
well as the throughput per node (in timesteps/node-hour)
as a measure of e�ciency. Based on these results, we chose
to run nearly all of the simulation of the 5763 grid with 3888
nodes instead of the originally planned 1728 nodes, improv-
ing our simulation speed by a factor of 2 for only an 11%
loss in e�ciency.

7.4 CEMA Overhead
Our strategy of improving time to solution by running at

a coarser resolution relies on an in-situ analysis that can pro-

2All runs on Titan made use of a re-ranking script that at-
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Performance Results: OpenACC S3D
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1.73X 2.85X

Also compared against experimental MPI+OpenACC version
Achieved 1.73 - 2.85X speedup on Titan
Why? Humans are really bad at scheduling complicated applications



Optimized Circuits
77pJ/F -> 18pJ/F
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Autotuned Software
18pJ/F -> 9pJ/F
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Conclusion

Power-limited: from data centers to cell phones
Perf/W is Perf

Throughput cores
Reduce overhead

Data movement
Circuits: 200 -> 20
Optimized software

Parallel programming is simple – we can make it hard
Target-independent programming – mapping via tools
Legion demonstrates this on S3D

Machine Learning is revolutionizing computing


